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Abstract
Background: Venous thrombo-embolism (VTE) refers to a blood clot that starts in vein. It is the third most common vascular 
disease in the world, after myocardial infarction (MI) and stroke, affecting millions of individuals every year. Two main 
clinical manifestations of VTE include deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE), the later one being 
potentially fatal. 

Objective: The aim of this study is to investigate whether mutations in two genes VKORC1 and CYP2C9 and subsequent 
changes in their plasma levels can be used to predict the risk for venous thromboembolism (VTE).

Method: A total of five polymorphisms in two genes VKORC1 and CYP2C9 were genotyped in approximately 145 VTE 
patients and 229 control subjects. The genotyping was done through PCR-RFLP method. Plasma concentrations of VKORC1 
and CYP2C9 were estimated using ELISA technique.

Results: Genotypic analysis of common polymorphisms in VKORC1 gene showed significantly higher percentage of GG 
genotype of -1639G>A, CC genotype of 1173 C>T and TT genotype of -497T>G polymorphism in control subjects compared 
to VTE patients. Also, significantly higher percentage of CC genotype in 416C>T and AA genotype in 1061 A>C polymorphism 
of CYP2C9*2 and CYP2C9*3 genes respectively was observed in VTE patients in comparison to healthy controls. In addition 
to genotypic significance, plasma concentrations of both VKORC1 and CYP2C9 were significantly higher in patients group. 

Conclusion: All the three polymorphisms in VKORC1 gene; -1639G>A, 1173 C>T and -497T>G and two polymorphism 
416C>T and 1061A>C of CYP2C9 gene showed significant association with VTE pathophysiology.
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Introduction 
Venous thrombo-embolism (VTE) is a common pathological 
condition with an annual incidence of 6 to 29 persons per 100 000 
in distinct populations [1]. VTE affects over 10 million people 
globally every year and it is the third leading vascular disease in 
the world [2]. It is a widespread multifactorial disease condition 
associated with multiple inherited and acquired risk factors [3-5].  

Two main clinical implications of VTE comprise of deep vein 
thrombosis (DVT), wherein blood clot formation occurs in deep 
vein, mostly leg and pulmonary embolism (PE), a potentially life 
threatening condition where the blood clot lodges in an artery in 
the lung thereby blocking the blood flow in the lungs. Both these 
conditions have serious outcomes in both men and women [6]. 
However most of the complications caused by VTE are preventable 
after treatment with effective anti-thrombotic drugs and appropriate 
non-pharmacological interventions, it has strong tendency to recur 
after stopping anticoagulation therapy [7-9].

The normal hemostasis of body is dependent upon delicate balance 
between the anticoagulation and the coagulation system. Genetic 
risk factors of VTE comprise of loss of function mutations such 
as those in natural anticoagulants like antithrombin, protein C and 
protein S or gain of function mutations in coagulation genes such 
as prothrombin mutation G20210A, factor V Leiden [10]. Also, 
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mutations in other genes related to coagulation pathway, fibrinolytic 
pathway and endothelial functions play an important role in VTE 
pathophysiology [11,12]. Family and twin studies have indicated that 
genetic factors accounts for 60% of risk for DVT [13,14]. However, 
commonly known genetic risk factors for VTE pathophysiology 
like F5 rs6025 (Factor V Leiden, FVL) mutation or coagulation 
inhibitor deficiencies are present only in about 30% of VTE cases 
[15]. Also, deficiency of natural anticoagulants explains only 1% of 
DVT cases, [15]. Thus it becomes essential to identify other genetic 
variants strongly associated with VTE for improved understanding 
of its pathophysiology. The present study investigates a total of five 
common mutations in two genes, Vitamin K epoxide reductase 
complex 1 (VKORC1) and cytochrome P450 family 2 subfamily 
C member 9 (CYP2C9) in patients of VTE compared to control 
subjects. 

Vitamin K epoxide reductase (VKOR) enzyme reduces vitamin K 
2,3-epoxide to the active vitamin K hydroquinone which acts as 
co-factor in production of several coagulation factors. This enzyme 
is produced by VKORC1 gene, and is a pharmacological target 
of most popular anticoagulant drug, warfarin [16]. Warfarin acts 
by targeting VKORC1, leading to reduced production of vitamin 
K and subsequently clotting enzymes [17]. The presence of non-
coding variants in VKORC1 results in decreased production of the 
VKOR enzyme. Yuan and co-workers demonstrated that VKORC1 
(-1639) gene variant decreases transcription of the VKOR gene by 
50% thereby increasing patient’s sensitivity to warfarin [18]. 

On the other hand, CYP2C9 is a member of cytochrome P450 
family, found primarily in the liver and largely responsible for the 
degradative metabolism of xenobiotics. Metabolism of warfarin 
depends on presence of two most common loss of function variants, 
CYP2C9 *2 (416C>T) and CYP2C9 *3 (1061A>C) in wild type 
genotype CYP2C9 *1. These mutations can prolong the half-life 
of drug and can facilitate its anticoagulant effect [19,20]. Several 
drugs including warfarin are metabolized by CYP2C9, it becomes 
an important factor in determining therapeutic response, clearance 
and toxicity of a drug in an individual.

Polymorphisms in the genes VKORC1 and CYP2C9 have been 
previously shown to affect the dose requirement of warfarin during 
anticoagulant therapy [21,22]. A recent study on C(1173)T/G(-1639)
A polymorphism of VKORC1 in patients with VTE demonstrated 
that weekly warfarin dose requirement was lower and time to reach 
therapeutic INR was shorter in homozygote alleles (TT and AA, 
respectively) [23]. Genotypic variation due to polymorphisms in 
CYP2C9 and VKORC1 genes play a major role in pharmacokinetics 
and pharmacodynamics of warfarin respectively [24]. Recent GWAS 
studies have also shown association of these gene variants with 
drug metabolism [25]. To the best of our knowledge, no study has 
reported association of polymorphisms in VKORC1 and CYP2C9 
with susceptibility to VTE. Thus the aim of the present study was 
to evaluate any potential association between polymorphisms 
in VKORC1 and CYP2C9 genes and their plasma levels with 
susceptibility of an individual to VTE.

Methodology
Subjects under study
Patients
Patients of venous thrombosis from Army hospital R & R, Delhi 
and Western command hospital, Chandimandir, Chandigarh, were 
approached for participation in the study. A total of 145 male VTE 
patients participated in the study. The written and informed consent 
of all patients was obtained before beginning the study procedures 
and the study was conducted in accordance with ethical standards 
of Helsinki declaration. The protocols followed in the study were 
approved by Institutional Ethical Committee. All the patients were 
under 45 years of age and were diagnosed with DVT/cerebral venous 
thrombosis, (CVT)/portal venous thrombosis, (PVT)/superior sagittal 
thrombosis (SST), and/or pulmonary thrombo-embolism (PE). The 
diagnosis was confirmed by atleast one of the neuroimaging or 
radiological imaging methods. The baseline demographic data 
such as age, BMI and family history was also recorded for each 
patient. History regarding the presence of known risk factor such 
as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hyper-lipoproteinemias, family 
history of bleeding disorders, smoking, past surgeryor trauma etc. 
was also documented.

Controls
Healthy, age and sex matched individuals were selected as controls 
for this study. A total of 229 control subjects were taken. Baseline 
demographic data along with history of other VTE related risk factors 
was documented. Subjects with any history of risk factors were 
excluded from the study. The study protocol and consent procedure 
followed was same as that of patients.

Laboratory investigations
Preliminary hematological tests such as complete haemogram and 
coagulation screening comprising prothrombin time (PT), activated 
partial thromboplastin time (APTT) and estimation of D-dimer were 
carried out by standard methods (data not shown).

Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) based 
Genotyping
Genotyping was done using DNA isolated from peripheral blood. 
Blood was collected in K2 EDTA vacutainers. DNA was extracted 
from blood using QIAamp DNA isolation kit (Qiagen, Germany), 
according to manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative analysis of 
high molecular weight DNA was done using DNA/RNA nanodrop 
2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo fischer, USA). DNA was also 
assessed qualitatively on 0.7% agarose gel containing ethidium 
bromide. 100ng of DNA was loaded in each well and run on 50V for 
30 min and visualized under UV. The specific regions of VKORC1 
and CYP2C9 genes were amplified using specific PCR primers as 
detailed in table 1. The composition of final PCR reaction comprised 
of 100 ng of DNA, 10 pmol of each specific primer (forward and 
reverse), 200 μM deoxyribo-nucleotide-triphosphate (dNTPs) and 
0.6U taq polymerase in total volume of 25 μL reaction buffer (50mM 
KCL, 20mM Tris-HCL, pH 8.3). Specific restriction enzymes (table 
1) were used to digest the amplified PCR at optimized temperature 
and time. The digested PCR products were mixed with DNA loading 
dye loaded on agrose gel of concentration between 1.5% to 3%, 
depending on the band sizes of digested product for electrophoresis. 
A sample with known profile (positive control) and blank sample 
(negative control) was run with each experiment. PCR conditions 
and genotypes are detailed in Table 1.
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Table 1: PCR and genotyping details
Gene SNP region Primer Details PCR

product
Annealing 
temperature

Restriction
 enzyme

Band size (bps)

VKORC1 -1639
 G>A rs 9923231

Upstream 
Promoter

5’-GCCAGCAGGAGAGGGAAATA-3’
5’-AGTTTGGACTACAGGTGCCT-3’

290 bps 58˚C Msp I GG=168, 122
GA=290,168, 122 
AA=290

VKORC1 1173 
C> T rs 9934438

Intron 1 5’   -TAGGACTGTCAACCCAGT-3’
5   ’-AGTGACATGGAATCCTGA-3’

150 bps 59˚C Hinf I CC=150, 
CT=150, 100, 50
TT= 100, 50

VKORC1 -497 
T>G rs2884737

5′ Flanking 5’-ATGGCAAGGCTGGTATAACG-3’
5’-AGGATGGCGGTAGAGATTGA-3’

259 bps 58˚C Hph I TT=212, 47
TG=259, 212, 47
GG=259

CYP2C9*2 
416 C>T rs1799853

Exon 3, 
Arg144Cys

5’-GGA GGATGG AAA ACA GAG ACT TA-3
5’-TGAGCT AAC AAC CAG GAC TCA T-3’

396bps 60˚C AvaII CC=223, 173
CT=396, 223, 173
TT=396

CYP2C9* 3 
1061 A>C rs1057910

Exon 7,
Ile359Leu

5’-GCTGTGGTGCACGAC GTC CA GAGATGC -3’ 
5’-ACA CAC ACT GCC AGA CAC TAGG -3’

298bps 60˚C NsiI AA=274, 24
AC=298, 274, 24
CC=298

PCR-RFLP details showing primer sequences, PCR product size, annealing temperature, restriction enzyme and fragment sizes after 
digestion.
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Protein Estimation in plasma
Plasma concentration of VKORC1 and CYP2C9 were determined in both control and thrombotic groups by commercial enzyme-linked 
immunoassay kits (USCN, China) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Plasma samples were diluted to maintain the concentration 
well within the range of the kits used. Absorbance was measured by Synergy H4 hybrid reader (Biotek, VT, USA). 

Statistical Analysis
Genotypes for each polymorphism in both control and patient groups were counted from agarose gel. Genotypic and allelic frequencies 
were determined by gene counting and compared by 3 × 2 and 2 × 2 contingency table, respectively. Distribution of genotype frequencies 
for both the groups was tested on Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE; 1 degree of freedom). Graph Pad (Prism 8) software was used 
to calculate statistical significance of genotypes between controls and patients by χ2 (degree of freedom=2) and Fisher exact test with 
odds ratio (OR) (2 tailed p-value) and 95% confidence interval (CI). Plasma levels of VKORC1 and CYP2C9 in controls and patients 
with VTE were presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) and were tested using one-tailed unpaired t-test using Graph Pad 
software. Statistical significance criteria were P < 0.05 for all tests.

Table 2: Genotypic and allelic distribution
S. No. Gene Polymorphism Study 

Groups
Genotype (frequency %) Allele (frequency) HWE

(p-value)

1 VKORC1–1639 G>A

AA AG GG A G
Patients 18 (12.41) 66 (45.51) 61 (42.06) 102 (35.17) 188 (64.8) 0.98
Controls 50 (21.83) 64 (27.94) 115 (50.21) 164 (35.80) 294 (64.19) 0

2 VKORC1 1173 C> T
 CC CT TT C T  

Patients 88 (60.06) 46 (31.72) 11 (7.58) 222 (76.55) 68 (23.44) 0.16
Controls 161 (70.30) 60 (26.20) 8 (3.49) 382 ( (83.40) 76 (16.59) 0.41

3 VKORC1 -497 T>G
 TT TG GG T G  

Patients 122 (83.56) 21 (14.38) 3 (2.05) 222 (81.02) 52 (18.97) 0.08
Controls 178 (77.72) 37 (16.15) 14 (6.11) 393 (85.80) 65 (14.19) 0

4 CYP2C9*2 416 C>T
 CC CT TT C T  

Patients 44 (30.13) 4 (2.73) 98 (6.71) 92 (31.50) 200 (68.49) 0
Controls 18 (7.86) 43 (18.77) 168 (73.36) 79 (17.24) 379 (82.75) 0

5 CYP2C9* 3 1061 A>C
 AA AC CC A C  

Patients 44 (30.13) 69 (47.26) 33 (22.60) 157 (53.76) 135 (42.23) 0.55
Controls 44 (19.21) 80 (34.93) 105 (45.85) 168 (36.68) 290 (63.31) 0.0001
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Results
Clinical characteristics of subjects under study
The mean age of patients was 32 years (SD 3.96). No significant 
difference existed between mean age of patients and controls. All 
the subjects (both VTE patients and controls) were Indian Army 
personnel, they were physically active and had BMI in normal range 
(<29.9 Kg/m2). While ~70 patients were diagnosed with DVT, others 
had CVT, PVT, SST or PE. Haemogram of patients was also normal 
barring a few who were hyperlipidimic (data not shown). Ethnic 
diversity of the subjects under study was not considered. 

Genotypic variation in VKORC1
Out of the three SNP regions genotyped for VKORC1 gene, 
–1639G>A, 1173C> T and -497 T>G, two showed statistically 
significant genotypic difference between VTE patients and control 
group, –1639G>A (χ2=13.47, p=0.001) and -497T>G (χ2=16.46, 

p-value=0.0003) (Table 3). In both these SNPs, no significant 
difference was observed at the allelic level (p=0.87 and p=0.09 for 
-1639G>A and -497T>G respectively). For -1639G>A SNP, the 
prevalence of AA genotype (21.83%) was predominant in control 
group compared to patient group AA=12.41) whereas the striking 
difference was observed in case of heterozygous AG genotype 
frequency in patients (45.51%) and control group (27.94%). For 
-497T>G SNP, the control group had lower percentage of TT 
genotype (77.72%) compared to patients (83.56%).

The other SNP of VKORC1 gene, 1137C>T showed significant 
difference between patients and controls only at the allelic level 
(p-value for Fischer’s exact test =0.02), but not at genotypic level 
(χ2=5.11, p=0.07).  CC genotype was predominant in control group 
(70.30%) compared to patients group (60.06%).  Prevalence of C 
allele (83.40%) in controls was higher than in patients (76.55%). 

Table 3: Statistical analysis for polymorphic SNPs
S. No. Gene Polymorphism χ2 (df=2) p-value Fischer’s exact OR CI

1 VKORC1–1639 A>G 13.47 0.001 0.87 0.99 0.88-1.10
2 VKORC1 1173 C>T 5.11 0.077 0.022 1.54 0.53-2.22
3 VKORC1 -497 T>G 16.46 0.0003 0.09 1.41 0.94-2.09
4 CYP2C9*2  416 C>T 45.55 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.54 0.42-0.71
5 CYP2C9* 3  1061 A>C 21.04 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.49 0.37-0.67

Genotypic variation of CYP2C9
Present study targeted two common SNPs of CYP2C9 gene, 
CYP2C9*2 416C>T and CYP2C9*3 1061A>C. Both the SNPs 
showed statistically significant difference between the two study 
groups, both at genotypic and allelic level between the patients and 
control group (Table 3). 

CYP2C9*2 416C>T polymorphism was significantly associated 
with VTE and showed higher percentage of CC genotype in patients 
(30.13%) compared to controls (7.86%) (χ2=45.55, p<0.0001) as 
shown in table 3. At the allelic level also, the percentage occurrence 
of C allele was significantly higher (31.50%) in patients compared 
to controls (17.24%, p<0.0001).

Another polymorphism studied CYP2C9*3 1061A>C, showed 
significantly higher percentage of AA genotype (30.13%) and A allele 
(53.76%) in VTE patients in comparison to controls (AA=19.21%, 
A=36.58%) with χ2 of 21.04 and p value < 0.0001 (Table 3).

Heterozygosity analysis
The percentage of heterozygosity was higher in patients group 
compared to controls in three SNPs under study, i.e, CYP2C9*2, 
CYP2C9*3 and VKORC1 1173C>T.  While in VKORC1 -1639 
A>G, the percentage of heterozygosity was equal in both the study 
groups, it was lower in patients compared to controls in VKORC1 
-497T>G (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Percentage heterozygosity in both Patients and Controls 
group for 5 SNPs under study: VTE patients group showed higher 
heterozygosity in comparison to controls in case of CYP2C9*3 
1061A>C, CYP2C9*2 416C>T and VKORC1 1173C>T

Association of plasma concentration of VKORC1 and CYP2C9 
with VTE
The plasma concentration of both VKORC1 and CYP2C9 was 
measured in patients and control groups (figure 2). It was found that 
plasma levels of VKORC1 and CYP2C9 both were significantly 
higher in patient’s group. The mean concentration of VKORC1 in 
patients was found to be 1210±123.7 pg/mL compared to control 
subjects with mean concentration of 599.6±54.60 pg/mL. The 
difference between the means of the study groups was 610.8±135.2 
pg/mL with confidence interval (CI) of 338.5 to 883.2 (p<0.0001) 
(Figure 2a). 
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In case of CYP2C9, the mean concentration in patients group 
was 5958 ± 2032 pg/mL compared to controls with mean levels 
2318±274.9 pg/mL. The difference between the means of the study 
groups was 3639±1701 pg/mL with CI of 165.2 to 7113 (p=0.04) 
(Figure 2b).

Figure 2: Plasma levels of VKORC1 and CYP2C9 in both VTE 
patient and control groups. Statistical significance was at P < 0.05: 
VTE patients group showed significantly higher concentrations of 
both VKORC1 and CYP2C9 compared to control group

Discussion
Till date, the impact of genetic polymorphisms in VKORC1 and 
CYP2C9 genes on susceptibility of an individual towards VTE 
remains unclear. This study attempts to evaluate the role of common 
mutations in these two genes with events of venous thrombosis. 

Genetic factors are important determinants for individual’s 
susceptibility towards disease and drug response. Personalized 
medicine approach is based on information about genetic risk factors 
of a person. It is a promising strategy to improve patient’s health care, 
particularly in regard to anticoagulation treatment [26-28]. Despite 
availability of several new generation direct oral anticoagulants, 
vitamin K antagonists (VKA) are widely used for anticoagulation 
treatment. Thus it is extremely important to ensure its effective 
delivery and safety [29]. Major problems related to the use of 
VKAs are excessive bleeding or even thrombo-embolic events, 
depending upon the coagulation and anticoagulation status of an 
individual [30,31]. The instability of anticoagulation treatment is 
largely due to variation in VKAs response in individuals, resulting 
from polymorphisms in VKORC1 and CYP2C9 gene, both of which 
play an important role in VKA metabolism [32]. Polymorphisms in 
these two genes have been previously linked to pharmacogenetics 
of warfarin in order to understand inter-individual variability for 
deciding the accurate warfarin dosing [33-36].

Warfarin is the most popular anticoagulant used for treatment of 
venous thrombosis. Although the clinical significance of warfarin is 
established since decades, its use possess difficulties in managing the 
risk of complications [37-38]. Inappropriate dosing of warfarin has 
substantial risk of both major and minor haemorrhage [41,42]. The 
dosage requirement for achieving target anticoagulation is highly 
variable due to inter-individual variability and largely genetically 
determined [43-45]. 

VKORC1 gene encodes for Vitamin K epoxide reductase protein 
which is the key enzyme in vitamin K cycle [16,17]. This enzyme 
production is the rate limiting step in physiological process of 
vitamin K recycling [46]. Variants of VKORC1 may affect the 

availability of reduced vitamin K, which is particularly essential for 
production of several coagulation factors such as factor VII, factor 
IX and factor X [47]. We investigated three genetic polymorphisms 
in VKORC1 gene. All three of them were found to be significantly 
associated with VTE either at genotypic or at allelic level. -1639G>A 
polymorphism in the promoter region of VKORC1 is believed to 
be the main cause for low dose phenotype [48]. Luciferase assay 
has demonstrated that activity of G allele is increased over activity 
of A allele by 44%. Thus the carriers of A allele respond to lower 
initial dose of warfarin compared to carriers of G allele, whereas 
heterozygous respond to intermediate dose of warfarin [49]. In 
concurrence with this, our finding demonstrated that AA genotype 
in -1639A/G polymorphism prevailed predominantly in control 
group. This implied that control group has overall lower production 
of VKORC1 compared to VTE patients group. The higher VKORC1 
producing genotypes (GG+AG) were 87.57% in patients compared 
to 78.15% in controls. This is further confirmed by our ELISA 
results wherein VTE patients showed significantly increased plasma 
concentrations of VKORC1.

1173C>T polymorphism in VKORC1 is near perfect linkage 
disequilibrium with -1639 G>A and is also associated lower dose 
warfarin phenotype [48]. Present study finds no significant genotypic 
variation in patient and control group for this SNP. Percentage of 
higher protein producing genotypes (CC+CT) was equivalent for the 
patients (91.78%) and control groups (96.5%). However, statistically 
significant allelic difference was observed (OR=1.54, 0.53-2.22).

For -497T>G polymorphism, TT genotype was predominant in 
patients (83.56%) in comparison to controls (77.72%). The difference 
was statistically significant both at genotypic and allelic level seem 
to be pre-disposing a person to VTE. We infer that presence of T 
allele seem to be linked to production of higher VKORC1 and could 
be contributing to VTE pre-disposition.

In the present study we found that the patients group predominantly 
possessed C allele in case of CYP2C9*2 416C>T polymorphism 
(OR=0.54, CI=0.42-0.71) and A allele in case of CYP2C9*3 
1061A>C polymorphism (OR=0.49, CI=0.37-0.67). Earlier reports 
have demonstrated mutation frequencies for different CYP2C9 
variants *1, *2, and *3 to be 81%, 11%, and 8%, respectively 
[50,51]. We also found that the plasma concentration of CYP2C9 
was significantly higher in patients group compared to control. We 
infer that presence of the C allele and A allele in CYP2C9*2 416C>T 
and CYP2C9*3 1061A>C polymorphism could be associated with 
increased plasma concentration of CYP2C9 and may present as the 
risk factors for VTE development.

Results of present study support the hypothesis that the genotypic 
variations in VKORC1 and CYP2C9 are associated with individual’s 
susceptibility towards VTE.

Conclusion
In summary, polymorphisms in VKORC1 and CYP2C9 can 
significantly alter their plasma concentration. We have demonstrated 
the association of SNPs in the VKORC1 and CYP2C9 genes and 
their increased plasma level with VTE susceptibility in Indian 
population. The findings of present study could be used to predict 
the role of these emerging biomarkers that may be useful to increase 
the predictability of a VTE event in male Indian population.
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